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Jack Kinzler, Skylab’s Savior, Dies at 94 

 
Jack Kinzler in 1973 with a photo of the thermal shield he created for the 

 Skylab station.Credit United Press International  

 

 

 

 

Had Jack A. Kinzler not built model planes as a boy, had he not visited the post office as a youth and had he not, as a grown man, 

purchased four fishing rods at $12.95 apiece, Skylab — the United States’ $2.5 billion space station — would very likely have been 

forfeit. Providentially, Mr. Kinzler had done all those things, and Skylab, imperiled by the loss of a thermal shield on its launch in 

1973, was saved. Mr. Kinzler saved it with a parasol. A constitutional tinkerer, Mr. Kinzler, who died on March 4 at 94, 

was for decades NASA’s resident Mr. Fix-It, building the impeccable full-scale models of the Mercury, Gemini 

and Apollo spacecraft used in a welter of preflight tests, and solving a spate of other mechanical problems over 

the years — all without the benefit of a college degree Mr. Kinzler’s finest hour indisputably came after the 

launch of Skylab, designed as a scientific research station. En route to what would be a six-year mission, it 

went up unmanned on May 14, 1973; a three-man crew was due to follow the next day. But the loss of the 

heat shield proved a grave concern. Though Skylab was able to ascend to orbit, it would be uninhabitable without 

sufficient protection from the sun. Temperatures would be unbearable, onboard food and film stores would spoil and 

overheated plastic components could exude toxic gases. What was needed, Mr. Kinzler knew, was a fix that could be done 

from the inside. He learned that Skylab had an airlock — a narrow passage meant for use as a camera port — near the site 

of the damage. It might be possible, he thought, to build a kind of flat, collapsible shade tree, which could be 

extruded through the airlock and, once outside, made to bloom. It worked and temperature inside dropped to 70 

In a covert operation — a golfing holiday seemed out of keeping with NASA’s august mandate — Mr. 

Kinzler’s department helped fabricate the collapsible club, comprising (((a 6-iron head ))) attached to the 

handle of a lunar-sample scoop, that Alan Shepard carried aboard Apollo 14 in 1971. Mr. Shepard hit two 

balls, shanking the first but connecting with the second. And, thanks partly to him, two small white spheres now 

grace the lunar surface, one of them((( hit some 200 yards )))in what will forever remain the most famous 

golf shot in the universe. 

 

 
For 6 
irons = 
17o 

200 yds = 600 ft. 

INTRODUCTION: Golf 6 irons hit golf balls at 

17
o
 to horizontal. This golf ball hit on the 

moon(g moon = g earth/6) in 1971 went 200 
Yards horizontally on lunar surface. 

 
QUESTIONS: (a)Find speed ball was hit in 

ft/s & mph ? (b) Find time of flight ? 

 
HINTS: gearth = 32 ft/s

2
  , horizontal component 

of velocity is a constant. vertical component of 
velocity acts like any freely falling object.  Break 
solution down into horizontal and vertical 
parts. 88 ft/s = 60 mph. 
ANSWERS: (a) ~ 75.7 ft/s or 51.7 mph (b) ~ 8.3 s  1971  LUNAR 6 IRON SHOT 
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